Drill (2) clearance holes for 10-32 hardware 2plcs if SCE-EXD enclosure is flush with the top of the main enclosure or offset from the top. The brackets and fasteners are not required if the SCE-EXD enclosure is flush with the top the main enclosure.

Main enclosure and SCE-EXD enclosure disconnect mounting holes will be aligned horizontally when SCE-EXD enclosure is properly located vertically.

(Flush) SCE-72XM***
5.50 SCE-84XM***
8.50 SCE-90XM***

Drill (2) clearance holes for 10-32 hardware 2plcs if SCE-EXD enclosure is offset from the top the enclosure. The brackets and fasteners are not required if the SCE-EXD enclosure is flush with the top the main enclosure.

Installation Manual Cutout-Detail